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Effect of director distortions on morphologies of phase separation in liquid crystals
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~Received 18 June 2001; published 10 June 2002!

We study phase separation from a nematic liquid crystal with spatially nonuniform director gradients.
Particles of a phase-separated component, which is either an isotropic fluid~silicone oil! or a nonmesogenic
photopolymer, accumulate in the regions with the strongest director distortions, thus reducing the overall
energy of the system.
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Phase separation~PS! in liquid crystals~LCs! is a subject
of intensive studies@1–13#. A popular method to produce
composites such as polymer-dispersed LCs~PDLCs! and
polymer-stabilized LCs~PSLCs! is photoinduced PS in a
mixture of a non-reactive LC and a reactive monomer.
morphology depends on solubility@2#, diffusivity @3#, con-
centration@4#, and reactivity of components, spatial distrib
tion of light intensity @5#, electric field gradients@6#, time
scales of reactions@7–9#, and, importantly, on the orienta
tional order of the LC solvent. For example, phas
separating droplets of silicone oil in a uniform LC gather
chains parallel to the directorn̂ @10#. In PSLCs formed from
a mesogenic monomer, polymer strands can align alonn̂
@1,11#. An interesting problem is how the morphology wou
be altered ifn̂ is distorted nonuniformly in space. Exper
ments on cholesteric gratings demonstrate that the precip
ing component has a density modulation with the period
by the modulatedn̂ @12,13#, but the possible mechanisms a
difficult to separate. In this work we use two different sy
tems to demonstrate that spatial variation of the director g
dients can lock-in the spatial distribution of the phas
separated component.

Temperature-induced PS. We use the nematic E7~Merck!
doped with 2 wt % of ‘‘silicone oil’’ poly~dimethylsiloxane-
co-methylphenylsiloxane! ~Aldrich 37,848-8!, aligned in thin
(d520 mm) cells by a rubbed polyvinyl alcohol. The sy
tem is the same as in Ref.@10#, but the rubbing directions a
the plates are perpendicular to each other~twisted nematic
cell!. The equally probable domains of left and rightp/2
twists are separated by defects with strong director gradi
@14#. PS was caused by a rapid (30 °C/min) quench fr
55 °C ~homogeneous nematic! to 15 °C.

PS starts at 48 °C@10#. The isotropic silicone oil-enriched
particles appear everywhere, within the twist domains an
the domain boundaries. However, many particles migr
from within the domains toward the boundaries and accum
late there, see Fig. 1.

Polymerization-induced PS. We use E7 with 5 wt % of
the UV-curable prepolymer NOA65@15#. Photoinduced
cross-linking results in compact morphologies; LC is e
pelled from the polymerized NOA65 which is often used
a matrix in PDLCs@6,8,9,16–19#. Because of a small con
centration of NOA65, our system is a ‘‘reverse’’ of PDLC
The noncured mixture preserves the nematic state up
53 °C @16#. We used a narrow-band UV lamp~wavelength
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l5366 nm) and a Glan-Thompson prism to polarize U
light linearly; impinging light intensity was'30mW/cm2.
Experiments were performed at room temperature for c
with d520 mm.

There are three mechanisms of spatial nonuniformity
photoinduced PS.~a! Polymer density might vary becaus
the angle between light polarizationP andn̂ varies in space.
~b! ‘‘Lens’’ effects in the distorted birefringent LC.~c! Be-
cause the LC is an elastic medium, the phase separating c
ponent might accumulate in the sites with the highest ene
of director distortions, especially when this component for
compact particles rather than fibrils. We first show that
polymerization rate indeed depends on the angle betweeP
and n̂.

~a! Light polarization. The cell plates were treated fo
uniform planar alignment~rubbed polyimide 2555, Micro-
systems!, n̂5const. Photopolymerization was induced b
UV light with P'n̂ or Pi n̂. Polymerization is faster when
Pi n̂, Fig. 2. The first hour of irradiation does not cu
NOA65 completely: if irradiation is stopped and the samp
is heated to 35–50 °C, the NOA65-rich particles disso
back into the nematic matrix. Note also that the NOA
particles often form chains along the groves of rubbed po
imide; patterned substrates can influence the PS morph
gies @20#.

~b! Lens effect. We return to twisted cells~rubbed poly-
imide!, as they allow us to separate the lens and polariza

FIG. 1. PS dynamics in the E7/silicone oil mixture near t
~horizontal! boundary separating two twist domains. Marked s
cone oil particles migrate to the boundary from opposite directio
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 2. Polymerization dynamics in a planar E7/NOA65 cell. Microphotographed after 35 min of UV exposure with~a! P'n̂ and~b! Pi n̂.

Bright spots represent NOA65-rich particles.~c! S/S0 vs irradiation time forP'n̂ ~triangles! andPi n̂ ~circles!; S is the area occupied by
precipitated particles, as seen under the microscope;S0 is the whole area of the charge-coupled device frame.
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effects from the effect of distortions~c!, by choosingPuun̂ at
the irradiated plate, Fig. 3. Asd@l, P rotates withn̂, re-
maining parallel ton̂ ~Mauguin regime! within the twist do-
mains. Therefore, the polarization effect facilitates polym
ization within the twist domains but not at the doma
boundary, where the Mauguin regime is violated@14# andP
is not parallel ton̂. Furthermore, light withPi n̂ propagates
with a refractive indexne , which is the maximum value o
the refractive index in the optically positive E7; thus if th
domain boundary acts as a lens, this lens can be only d
gent. Therefore, both polarization~a! and lens~b! effects
facilitate NOA65 precipitation within the domains but not
their boundaries.

~c! Director gradients. As in the silicone oil PS, Fig. 1
the NOA65-rich particles appear everywhere, but many
grate toward the domain boundaries with strong distorti
of n̂, Fig. 3. This effect in twisted cell is favored only by th
mechanism~c!. Smaller particles might coalesce into chai
of big particles or even form continuous walls, Fig. 4.

Mechanism. Qualitatively, the leading mechanism causi
phase-separated particles to aggregate in the regions wit
highest LC distortions can be explained as follows. Initia
the nematic order is preserved in the whole specimen@21#. A
phase-separated~oil or polymer! particle of radiusRp elimi-

FIG. 3. UV photopolymerization near the~horizontal! defect
boundary separating two twist domains in E7/NOA65. Mark
NOA65 particles migrate to the boundary. The double arrow sho

the directions of bothP andn̂ at the cell plate facing the UV lamp
Time bars show the UV exposure time. Polarizing microscopy w
uncrossed polarizers.
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nates the nematic order in the volumeVP;RP
3 . The change

in the free energy caused by placing a particle in a distor
LC is

DE52EV1DES1Eind . ~1!

HereEV is the elastic energy of the excluded volumeVP ,

EV>
1

2
KE

VP

]ni

]xj

]ni

]xj
dVP>

2

3
pK

Rp
3

j2
A2, ~2!

DES is the difference in the anchoring energy at the parti
surface for homogeneous and distorted director fields,Eind is
the elastic energy of the additional distortions induced by
particle, K is the average Frank elastic constant,A is the
amplitude, andj is the characteristic length of director dis
tortions.

If n̂ were uniform, there would be no preferable site f
the particle in the plane of the cell. However, in a distort
LC, elimination of the volumeRP

3 decreases the elastic en
ergy byEV . The stronger the distortionsA/j, the higher the
energy gain, Eq.~2!. Similar consideration applies to pa
ticles covering a surface area with a large deviation on̂
from the easy axis at the cell plates.

The importance of the two other terms in Eq.~1! depends
on whether Rp is smaller or larger than the lengthLp
5K/Wp ; Wp is the anchoring coefficient at the particle
nematic interface. Generally,Lp;(0.1210) mm; for the

s

h
FIG. 4. Phase-separated E7/NOA65 near the defect boun

between two twist domains. UV exposure is 1 h. Uncrossed po
izers.
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oil-E7 interface,Lp'2 mm @10#. WhenRp.Lp , n̂ around
the particle is determined mainly by the particle’s surfa
properties; the gainEV might be larger or smaller than th
energyEind of additional distortions induced by the particl
There are cases whenEV.Eind undoubtedly. For example,
sphere with perpendicular anchoring placed in the LC wit
radial n̂ ~the hedgehog defect! finds the energy minimum a
the defect core@22#. It is, however, hard to find a universa
description ofEind andEV whenRp.Lp . Fortunately, it is
the caseRp,Lp that is of interest in PS. As demonstrate
experimentally by Loudetet al. @10#, the particle size is sta
bilized at Rp.Lp , as their coalescence is prevented by
increase in the anchoring energy;WpRP

2 and director-
mediated repulsion@22#.

For Rp,Lp , the anchoring effects are not essenti
and EV dominates in Eq. ~1! to guide the
particles toward the cites with the highest direc
gradients. Really, DES5(4p/15)WpRP

4 div(n̂0 div n̂01n̂0

3curl n̂0)>4pWpRP
4A2/15j2>(2RP/5LP)EV!EV (n̂0 is

the director at the center of the LC volume replaced by
particle! and, according to @23#, uEindu
>(WpRP/5A2K)uDESu<uDESu. The tendency of particles to
occupy the regions with high elastic free energy preva
over the entropy driven randomization ifuDEu'EV>kBT
and, therefore,RP>RC5A3 kBTj2/2KA2. For K510211N, j
55 mm, A51, and room temperature, one findsRC
50.2 mm. To estimate timet, required to drive the particle
one can use the Stokes formula for the drag forceF

>DE/j>6pa4RPv̄, wherea4 is the Leslie viscosity coef-
ficient and v̄>j/t is the average velocity of the particle
Substitution uDEu'EV in the Stokes formula results int
'9a4j4/KA2RP

2 . For a450.1 Pa s, j55 mm, RP

51 mm, and A51, the driving timet;1 min is small
enough to provide accumulation of phase-separated parti
However, very smooth distortions~largej) may not be suf-
ficient for the spatial inhomogeneity of a phase-separa
component, ast}j4.

Regular morphologies. Regular polymer architectures ca
be fabricated from regularly distorted director patterns, as
show below for ‘‘fingerprint’’ cholesteric textures in cell
with homeotropic alignment~lecithin coatings!. The choles-
teric LC ~pitch p510 mm) was obtained by adding a chira
agent CB15~EM Industries! to the E7/NOA65 mixture. The
mixture was doped with a fluorescent dye acridine ora
base~0.1 wt. %! for confocal polarizing microscope~Olym-
pus Fluoview BX-50! observations. Confocal microscopy a
lows one to obtain micron-thin horizontal and vertical optic
slices of the sample@4,9,11,24#.

Before PS, the dye is distributed homogeneously@21#, and
the confocal polarizing microscope images the director fie
as the dye is oriented byn̂ @24#. The vertical (xz) cross
section of cholesteric texture has a diamondlike shape, w
the axis tilted away from thez axis, Fig. 5~a!. The corre-
sponding computer-simulated equilibrium directorn̂(x,z) is
shown in Fig. 5~b!, and the local Frank-Oseen elastic ener
density ~calculated with different Frank constants@25#! in
Fig. 5~c!. The energy pattern shows that subsurface regi
are distorted stronger than the bulk of the cell. It is easy
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understand: in the bulk,n̂ has a favorable helical structure
whereas near the boundaries, perpendicular boundary co
tions require energetically costly bend and splay.

The PS morphology induced by nonpolarized UV-light
modulated in accordance with the fingerprint structure. In
phase-separated system, the acridine dye tends to accum
in the polymer component rather than in the LC@26#. In the
confocal textures, Figs. 5~d! and 5~e!, the stained NOA65-
rich particles appear bright on the dark LC background
comparison of thin horizontal (x,y) optical slices reveals
that the particles are located near the bounding plates exa
in the places with the maximum distortion energy, Fig
5~c!–5~e! ~the data are confirmed by scanning electron m

FIG. 5. Phase separation in a homeotropic cell (d510 mm)
with cholesteric ‘‘fingerprints.’’~a!–~c! are the vertical cross sec
tions of the cell, and~d! and~e! are the horizontal ones.~a! Confo-

cal texture ofn̂(x,z); ~b! computer simulatedn̂(x,z) with Frank
constantsK156.4, K253, K3510 ~all in pN!, Wcd/K510; Wc is
the anchoring coefficient at the plates;~c! map of the Frank-Oseen
elastic energy density; higher energy densities are darker. Conf
textures of polymer particles near the upper plate~d! and the lower
plate ~e!.
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croscopy!. Light polarization mechanism~a! also helps to
accumulate NOA65 in these places, even when light is
polarized, asnz component decreases in the diamond regi

We demonstrated that the director field can influence
PS patterns in an anisotropic solvent: the regions with
strongest distortions attract the phase-separating compo
Further studies of PS morphologies in distorted LCs~role of
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the nature of components, properties of substrates, etc.! are
of interest.
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